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By ANN RUBOTTOM 
Staff Reporter 
As it's first director, he saw 
the Winona State University-
Rochester Center grow to be the 
largest off-campus academic 
facility in the state. Yet, Leon 
Zaborowski has announced he 
will resign at the end of fall 
quarter to accept a position in 
Colorado. 
Zaborowski will be the direc-
tor of statewide program s for the 
University of NorthernColorado 
in Greeley. 
"I will be responsible for all 
off-campus programs for the 
university with a special empha-
sis on graduate teacher educa-
tion and administrative educa-
tion," Zaborowski said. 
He will be working with 
teachers who need additional 
credit hours or who are working 
towards their master degrees. He 
will also develop a telecommu-
nications system to use for off-
campus programs. 
"Accepting the position in 
Colorado is a logical extension to 
my career," Zaborowski said. 
"The experience I gained here 
and the concepts I used on a 
regional basis will be expanded 
to a state-wide area in Colorado." 
Dr. Mary Rieder has been 
named interim director for the 
center, said Dr. Douglas Sweet-
land, acting vice president of 
academic affairs at Winona State. 
Rieder is Professor of eco-
nomics and Director of the Mat-
ters of Business Administration 
prograth-for the university. She 
is on the Governor's Council of 
Economic Advisors. She also has 
served as a congressional intern 
for Congressman Tim Penny. 
Zaborowski said he looks 
forward to the challenges of hiS 
new position but said it will be 
difficult to leave the Rochester 
center. 
"I came here three years ago 
because it was a terrific opportu-
nity," he said. "I wanted to work 
with a program that was on the 
go." 
He credits the late Tom Stark, 
who was Winona State's presi-
dent, for the center's develop-
ment. "He had great vision of 
what could happenhere," Zabor-
owski said. 
Four reasons account for the 
center's success and growth, the 
director said. Two are: 
— Winona State is to be corn-
mended for its commitment to 
staffing at, Rochester. Twenty-
sevbn fulltime resident faculty 
members are employed there. 
— The partnership with Roch-
ester Community College pro-
vides the center with instruc-
tional support, such as the li-
brary and audiovisual. equip-
ment.. Most off-campus sites 
don't have these support sys-
tems. 
Kant and the rest of Winona State's student 	Four student senators surveyed 103 people 
senate feel that designating Veteran's Day a 	asking them for a preference on finals dates; 
school holiday causes quarter finals to be on 	Kant presented the findings to the committee. 
days which are not to the students liking. 	The option the committee is recommending 
Next year Veteran's Day falls on a Saturday. to the president was chosen 80 times as the 
The designated day off would be the Friday fourth choice. 
before finals (Nov. 11, 1989). Kant said having 
the Friday off, pushes finals back one day. 
The calendar committee will also be recom-
mending Friday, Monday and Tuesday finals 
for the next two consecutive fall quarters. 
"There has been very strong feelings for 
Veteran's Day as a holiday," said Sara Mark-
ham, administrative secretary for academic af-
fairs. She chairs the calendar committee. 
"Vets take it as a vet issue and students will 
see it as a long weekend," she said. 'There's no 
"We allow finals to fall whore they fall but 
don't plan for them to be over a weekend," 
Markham said. 
' Another calendar committee member Russ 
Dennison, acquisitions librarian said, "We arc 
here for students but that doesn't mean they 
run the organization." 
He also said the senate's survey was a good 
idea but doesn't explain the issue to respon-
dents. 
"1 acknowledge flaws in the survey, but I 
way we can do three quarters of what students 	think you know in your guts that students 
are asking for." 	 won't like this," Kant said to the committee. 
Winonan photo by Tom Maida 
State Rep. Gene Pelowski, State Sen. Steve Morse, and Gov. Rudy 
Perpich head into the ICI Fiberite plant, 503 W. 3rd St., Monday after-
noon for a tour of the local composites company following a press con-
ference in Baldwin Lounge of Kryzsko Commons. 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Editor in Chief 
At Fiberite Corporation, 501 W 
3rd St., a roll of paper received a 
resin coating so carbon fibers could 
be applied. 
"Very interesting. Did you get 
to see that?" Gov. Rudy Perpich 
asked members of a tour group he 
was in Monday morning. 
Perpich toured the plant as part 
of a stop in Winona in which he 
plugged Winona State University's 
newly approved composites engi-
neering program and pushed for 
strong relations between Winona 
State and the composites Commu-
nity. 
Perpich said he hoped Fiberite 
and Winona State could work to-
gether to improve composites 
education in Winona. 
"We would like to establish 
(Winona) as the composites leader 
in the country," Perpich said. 
Fiberite Vice President and 
General Manager Rich Enochs said 
talks between the school and hiS-
company have already begun. 
Winona State Interim President 
John Kane said relations between 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Managing Editor 
What started about two years 
. ago as a legislative proposal be-
came a reality for Winona State 
University Thursday when the 
Minnesota Higher Education 
Coordinating Board stamped the 
composite materials engineering 
program with approval. 
Winona State officials have 
been working with lawmakers to 
fund a total composite materials 
engineering program. The 
program's curriculum and degree 
were approved. Undergraduate 
degrees will require 192 credit 
hours.  
the community and the school are 
what made the new program a 
reality. 
"I've been here 29 years and I've 
never seen a community work 
together for a program like I've 
seen with this," Kane said. 
After 2 1/2 years of planning, 
Winona State's program was ap-
proved Thursday. 
In one of a series of prepared 
speeches in Winona State's Bald-
win Lounge earlier that morning, 
Dean of College of Science and 
Technology Dennis Nielsen said, 
"It's hard for me to stand in front of 
any group without trying to sell 
something after these 2 1/2 years. 
"We still need that building," 
Nielsen said. "We need it badly. 
We can get by, but it's going to be 
tough." 
In his speech Perpich said, 
"We're going to hold everyone's 
feet to the fire on that one because 
we really need that building. 
"Education is really the build-
ingblock for everything we plan to 
do in Minnesota. This is one state 
and when the Southeast prospers, 
all of Mirrnesota prospers." 
At the first stage, the Legisla-
ture allocated $50,000 for planning. 
The second stage was snagged a 
bit. 
The rest of the needed money, 
$500,000, couldn't be granted until 
the HECB approved the program. 
The other restriction was that 
the university raise $250,000 in 
cash and equipment from private 
sources. University relations offi-
cials said Winona State has raised 
all of that money. 
A health and applied science 
building to house the composites 
school is expected to be in place by 
1991, said Dennis Nielsen, dean of 
See Composites, page 2 
Gov. comes 
to Winona 
Perpich pushes plastics 
HECB passes 
engineering 
Holiday pushes fall finals back 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Managing Editor 
Students can expect an extra day to play 
football or go for a leisurely walk next fall when 
they will be able to enjoy a previously unrecog-
nized holiday. 
The Winona State University calendar com-
mittee met Monday to finalize their recommen-
dation to the university president for the 1989-
90 and 1990-91 calendars, 
The committee will be recommending taking 
Veteran's Day as a holiday for the entire univer-
sity instead of a floating holiday for the staff, 
faculty and administration. The recommenda-
tion didn't go without discussion. 
"We are not against vets. This is not a vet 
issue. This is lousy timing for a long weekend," 
said Renee Kant, a junior student senator on the 
committee. 
• „ , 
Winonan photo by Tom Maida 
Fallen leaves signify the change of seasons as two Winona State students 
walk from class last week. Chilly fall-like temperatures will continue through-
out the week with high temperatures in the upper 30s to 40. 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares. 
irthright 
452-2421 
free pregnancy test free confidential help 
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Candidates battle 
in campus debate 









Continued from page 1 
the college of science and tech nol-
ogy. It should cost about $8.5 mil-
lion to construct, he said. 
"It ha-s been a long haul," 
Nielsen said. "We're thankful for 
everyone who rallied with us." He 
said the university will begin ac-
quiring the half-block of land north 
of Sanborn Street for the building. 
Phil Lewenstein, a spokesman 
for the HECB said the group was 
comfortable with the program but 
will review it again soon after it 
graduates the first class. 
Composites are strong, fibrous 
materials that are lighter than 
metal and resist melting. 
He said he hopes in a year from 
now the faculty searches would be 
filled and more students would be 
taking classes. 
The program is expected to 
enroll 200 students. 
Since the programs approval 
Thursday, Nielsen said he's been 
setting up budgets and planning 
recruiting efforts. He plans to 
appeal to community colleges and 
other universities for transfer stu-
dents. 
"Nothing magical has hap-
pened," he said. "We have been 
operating like the program was in 
place." 
The budgets he's been setting 
up are for travel, supplies, equip-
Ment, support positions and li-
brary materials. 
Records are challenged 
By CONNIE HEDRINGTON 
News Editor 
Rep. Gene Pelowski (District 34-B), defended his seat against 
Tim Sherman (IR-Winona), in a debate Thursday evening at the 
Performing Arts Center of Winona State University. 
The main battle was over what was accomplished during the 
past two years by Pelowski, and what Sherman thought should 
have been done. 
Pelowski's opening statement included the main commu-
nity accomplishments obtained during his current term. 
"Two short years ago there was no engineering program, 
there was no planning for new buildings, and there was no new 
dorms." Pelowski said. 
The last legislative session passed a revenue bond for a new 
200-room dorm for Winona State University.. An additional 
$700,000 was accredited to Winona State for the unfunded 
student. 
"It's one thing to say you're going to do something, it's 
another thing to do it, and the DFL Legislature took on the 
responsibility to do it. 
"Two years ago we embarged on this campus with this 
community support on a brand new product, a composite 
engineering school," Pelowski said. 
Sherman claimed the engineering school was actually his 
idea, presenting documents from 1983 to support it. 
"Once again (Pelowski) failed, you didn't bring home the 
building," Sherman said. "How can you have a program with-
out a building?" - 
"Ladies and gentlemen, all of Winona, we have a one of a 
kind a first, a composite engineering school for Winona, for this 
area, for the state, and for the entire nation," Pelowski said. 
"Give yourself a lot of credit. We brought it home." 
Another highlight of the past two years was that Winona 
State's cooperation between business and education to benefit 
an area both economically and educationally. 
For the first time the State of the State address was held 
outside of St. Paul. 
Pelowski declared that $1.5 million dollars in property tax 
relief, known as the Homestead credit is guaranteed to remain 
attached in 1989 and it guarantees that in 1990 those increases 
will be there. 
Sherman believes that the DFL has taken the Homestead 
credit away. 
Student hit by car 
of popped." 
Davis was treated and released 
from Community Memorial Hos-
pital with a brace on his left leg and 
five stitches in the back of his head. 
Winona Police Chief Frank 
Pomeroy said that the vehicle that 
hit Davis has not been found yet, 
and that according to witnesses the 
car is possibly a 1978 -1980 Pontiac 
or Oldsmobile which is dark in 
color. 
He said the police are monitor-
ing body shops around town for 
such a vehicle in need of body 
See Hit, page 11 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Editor in Chief 
A Winona State University 
freshman suffered a knee injury 
and a mild concussion after being 
struck by a hit-and-run vehicle, 
early Sunday morning. 
Brent Davis, 18, °fist-anti, Minn., 
said he was on foot crossing Huff 
St. in front of Richards Hall in re-
sponse to a false fire alarm at about 
1:30 a.m. when he was hit. 
"I don't know if I saw him 
coming or not," Davis said. "The 
car hit me right in the knee and my 
knee bent sideways and just kind 
T 	Music 
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.$3.00 $4.85 Paul's Westgate Liquor Store 
Westgate Shopping Center 
Socia 
Nasty Habit 
102 Johnson St. 
Lang's Bar & Cafe 
179 E. 3rd St. 
Charlie's D&D Bar & Cafe 
204 W. 2nd St. 
Fast food 
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Squeeze those pennies 
Where can you go to get the cheapest 
bread in town? 
Are the prices at the store near your 
house the best you can find? 
And what about albums? Who carries 
the albums I want for the best price? 
With classes and what not, most 
college students can't find out many of 
the answers to these perplexing consumer 
questions. Pressed for time most will 
simply trek to the nearest eatery or store 
to get what they need. 
In an effort to help students out the 
Winonan staff did a little comparison 
shopping this weekend. 
Reporters were sent to record stores, 
grocery stores, liquor stores, convenience 
stores, retail stores, pizza places, fast food  
joints, bars, barber shops, laundramats 
and video shops to find who's charging 
how much to get the things we all need to 
buy. 
So enjoy this page. It has been de-
sigiled as a student guide. Use it any way 
you'd like. Snip it out and plaster it to 
your kitchen wall, keep it in the drawer 
for those moments of purchasing inspira-
tion, or just read it for your own personal 
knowledge. 
So the next time you're looking to get a 
haircut, pick up a six-pack or just relax 
with a couple of flicks in the old VCR, 
don't simply go to the store next door. Be 
smart. Shop around and look for the best 
deal. 
Students' ticket to savings Groceries 
Midtown Foods 
126 E. 5th St. 
12 pack Coke 	$2.29 





Wonder Bread 	$ .85 
Kemps 2% Milk 	$1.92 




12 pack Coke 	$3.99 
Ruffles Chips 
	$1.49 
Kraft Macaroni 	$ .46 
& Cheese 
Wonder Bread 	$ .85 




1733 Service Dr. 
12 pack Coke 	$3.61 
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Jane Harton 	 Dave Rood 
Variety Editor Photographer 
Keep it straight 
We've been through this before. 
Obviously, the university can't please everyone when planning 
its calendar. It's an involved process requiring special attention. 
Calendar committee members have to consider the absolute 168 
duty days, the state mandated Martin Luther King holiday, the 
post-Labor Day, pre-Memorial Day law and requests and the 
faculty request to have at least three weeks between the end of 
Thanksgiving break and the beginning of Christmas break. 
The committee, representing most every campus group and the 
Rochester Center seems to do its best to keep most students 
content but this fall, they've chosen to make a poor recommenda-
tion to the president. 
The group decided to recommend fall quarter finals for 1989 
and 1990 take place Friday , Monday and Tuesday before Thanks-
giving. The major reason for pushing back until the Tuesday date 
is because begininning next fall quarter, students will be able to 
take Veteran's Day as a holiday. Since the day falls on Saturday 
students will have Friday off. That's Nov. 11. That Friday is the 
weekend before finals. 
We think it's pretty lame to have a holiday that close to finals—
no matter what holiday. 
There is no doubt that veterans should be honored, they have 
done great things for this country and continue to do so. Designat-
ing Veteran's Day as a school holiday before finals seems back-
ward though. It's an important day that shouldn't go unnoticed. 
But a holiday on the weekend when many students who normally 
go home, stay in town to study, should be rethought. 
It would seem that more students would benefit from the extra 
day if it were given as an option for a finals day. 
Students are willing to compromise. Scheduling finals for 
Friday, Monday and Tuesday, the week of Turkey Day, isn't an 
option. Afterall, it was just this quarter Saturday finals were 
approved after many students complained about Monday finals. 
There will be students who won't care why they don't have 
to go to class Nov. 11, 1989. There will be students who do. There 
will be students who view the day off as a shot at a three-day 
weekend and there will be students who will use the extra day to 
study. However, we don't expect that to be the rage. 
If the Veteran's Day holiday continues it will incessantly push 
finals back one day. Eventually they may be set for Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday the week before Thanksgiving and 
students still wouldn't be satisfied. But at least they'd understand 
where the changes come from and who to appeal to if a change is 
sought. 
Ads nauseating 
Political advertising is sickening. 
The Dan Quayle campaign asks if Lloyd Bentsen is really the 
right man for the job. Bentsen followers doubt Quayle's record. 
Hubert Humphrey criticizes Dave Durenberger's voting for aid to 
the elderly. Bush followers circulate Monopoly-style "get out of jail 
courtesy of Michael Duakakis" cards. 
The televised debates are almost a steady stream of personal 
attacks and professional attacks. 
Political activists, when promoting their candidate, spend the 
majority of their time simply criticizing their opponent. 
Mud slinging? 
Well, not quite, but close enough to send a nauseous pang 
through your belly. 
It's enough to make us wonder if political candidates have 
anything to promote themselves with. 
We wonder if the candidates are hiding something. 
We wonder if they don't have enough positive things to say 
about themselves to fill an entire speech. 
We wonder if any of them should really be the ones leading our 
country and states. 
When they get into office, what are they going to do, defend a 
decision by criticizing what their former opponent probably would 
have done? 
In order to come up with these wonderful stab-your-opponent 
campaigns, political activists watch and follow the moves of the 
man in office when they could be spending their time making our 
fair land a better place to live in. 
If they have anything positive to say about themselves, we'd like 
to hear it more often. 
The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona 
State University, with the university serving as publisher. 
The Winonan generates 60 per cent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 per cent 
provided by Winona student activity fees as a subscription rate. 
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to It for 
publication. 
Deadline for all copy is Friday at noon prior to the date of publication. 
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $20 annually. Address all 
correspondence to: Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 
507-457-5119. 
The Winonan is a member of, and is rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of 
All-American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota 
Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional 
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi. 
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Editorial 
Line is super 
To the editor: 
The WSU Warriorettes have a 
lot to be proud of! The homecom-
ing halftime entertainment was 
wonderful! It is encouraging to see 
that the danceline has kept alive for 
so many years, while other pro-
grams are dying out. 
I have a special spot in my heart 
for the Warriorettes, having been 
on the danceline in the years 1972-
1975. I was choreographer for two 
of those years and I understand 
and could feel the exhaustion from 
all the hours of practice and• the 
exhilaration of the performance. 
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!! 
Karen Untiet Rose 
Chippewa Falls, Wis. 
Say yes 
this year 
To the editor: 
The First Amendment says: 
"Congress shall make no law re- 
specting an establishment of reli-
gion, or prohibiting the free exer-
cise thereof..." 
The ACLU tell us, the free exer-
cise of religion is wrong, or in their 
letter, the ACLU said: "teaching 
and practice of religion (are) perva-
sive in the public school system." 
IN this presidential election, we 
have the right to say, yes to a mess 
of pottage and a member of the 
ACLU, or yes to the First Amend-
ment, perhaps all our school chil-
dren can say, "one nation under 
God." Without the ACLU threaten-





To the editor: 
We'd just like to take a moment 
to thank everyone who played any 
part in putting on homecoming 
week. A super job was done, and 
the organizers (Charlie Zane, Jon 
Kosidowski, Perian, Kim, Stacy, 
Charlene, Laura and Ann, just to 
name a few) definitely deserve to 
be commended. 
Of course, speaking of commen-
dations, perhaps none deserve 
them more than the football team. 
The incredible rally on Saturday 
was definitely one for the history 
books. The spirit and determina-
tion shown in getting such a win 
provided the perfect ending to a 
super homecoming week. 
Finally, we'd especially like to 
thank all of you who voted for us 
and showed your support in any 
way. We are truly honored and 
privileged to have been selected, 
especially when so many fine can-
didates were nominated. You made 
Homecoming 1988 one that we shall 
never forget. 
Sincerely and with love,. 
Joe Horihan and Betty Pora 
Homecoming king and queen 
Join the 
SSR 
To the editor: 
This letter is an open invitation 
to interested parties from WSU, 
CST, SMC and the community at 
large to attend the next meeting of 
See Letters, page 5 
Stop the body English 
I'm so proud of myself, I've 
finally mastered the 15-point 
side hair flip. It's much more dif-
ficult than the one-handed five-
point hair toss, because you can't 
use the hands. 
The flip shifts below the 
shoulder hair from one side to 
the back in a way that attracts 
the eye of at least six men in the 
immediate vicinity. It's an 
indoor move, while the toss is an 
outdoors move. But they're both 
akin to the art of fishing. 
Now with men, I've noticed 
the 25-point muscle shirt shrug. 
This is not to be confused with 
an actual flex, that would be too 
blatant. The shrug only slightly 
reveals biceps, triceps and lats 
(back muscles) and is best used 
as bait while wearing a sleeve-
less shirt. 
These are both non-verbal 
ways of communicating, and 
from what I've observed, 
effective ways. Without saying, 
"I'm available and interested," 
you can at least attract minor 
attention. Of course if the flip or 
the shrug is accompanied by a 
smile — wowser, wowser, 
wowser. 
Now this may not sound like 
much of an observation, but 
there are lessons it took me two 
years to learn (and not having 
enough money for haircuts). 
You see, I come from a time 
and place (not Mars either) 
where one person said to 
another, "Hi there, let's talk. I 
think I'd like to get to know 
you." 
But, you see, things have 
changed. Now, people seldom 
introduce themselves, they flip 
and shrug instead. Just for fu_n 
(grins and giggles) I told a 
young lady in the Smaug she 
was exquisite. Evidently that 
word hadn't made it into her 
vocabulary yet, because she 
starred at me and then went 
back to her diet cake and French 
fries. 
Not to be bested, however, I 
thought I'd try this honest 
approach with someone else. So 
I told the blonde gentleman 
sitting at the next table (he too 
was majoring in Smaug 410), " 
You have wonderful teeth and a 
warm smile." His answer baffled 
me. 
"Is this a joke?" 
"No," I said. "I just wanted to 
comment on your smile." 
"He gave me that "you're 
weird," look and turned away. 
Gee, maybe he thought I was 
trying to "pick him up." That's 
not the case, however. I already 
have a significant other. I simply 
wanted to pay him a compli-
ment. 
Maybe that's one of the basic 
problems: masks. We put on our 
perfect masks because we think 
if we're less than perfect, we 
won't be popular. And by play-
ing the flip-shrug game we keep 
our communication on a superfi-
cial level. 
If that's the case, maybe I'm 
sorry I've mastered the 15-point 
hair flip. Maybe it's time to go 
back to "hi.there, let's talk." I'm 
sure I'll get my share of "you're 
weird" looks, but I'll meet, get to 
know and appreciate lot more 
people. 
That way, instead of just 
observing I can be participating. 
Letters 
Continued from page 4 
Students for Social Responsibility 
(SSR) 
SSR is a WSU-based student-
focused non-partisan group dedi-• 
cated to justice as defined by the 
concept of universal values, in-
stead of the concept of law. SSR 
works to inform students, faculty 
and staff concerning issues of so-
cial responsibility. 
Since the Smaug (in Kryzsko 
Commons on the Winona State 
campus) is a strong representative 
of on-campus communication, our 
next meeting will be there; on 
Thursday, Oct. 27 at 3 p.m. 
If you are interested in SSR, 
please attend. 
Anthony A. Prodzinski 
Students for Social Responsi-
bility 





It's Halloween. Midget barbarians clothed in heathen garb have 
landed. 
They waddle down the sidewalks, in tow or scampering and ring 
doorbells, pumpkins of bounty swinging from their hands. No 
house lighted in its own generosity is spared. All are pillaged. Bowls 
of precious sweets are ravaged with the ease of three undeniable 
words; "Trick or treat", the soft, high voices chant and out comes 
the sweet tribute, one by one dropping into the bag or jack-o-lantern 
thrusted forward. "There you go", a middle-aged woman says. 
Tearing their eyes away from a sugar dream they look out through 
sweaty masks and manage to say, "Thank you", as they swagger 
away, perhaps tripping over an invisible yard chain, perhaps 
mumbling back and forth in earnest, "What did you get?" "I got a 
Nestle Crunch." "Me too." "Hey, what did you get?" 'Two giant 
Sweettarts." "Lucky! I love those." And so it goes. Counting the 
haul later on would not be a chore.  
Down the street, huddled behind a row of dense bushes, things 
are different. Four boys sit crouched, poised, an egg in each throw-
ing hand. Talk is hushed, but it sears the night like lightning. "You 
should have thrown it. That would've been a great one! How many 
Camaros are there, huh? Give me your egg if you're chicken." "I'm 
not chicken, I just don't feel like getting beat up. I'll throw it when I 
feel like it." 
And he did. They all did. White oval missiles sliced through the 
air toward an unsuspecting passing van. Before the three "THUDS" 
had quite finished their short and rapid drum roll they were off and 
running; running through yards and streets, down alleys and 
around corners. By the time the brake screech sounded they were 
halfway winded and half-mile away. "Damn kids." 
At the costume party across town things were even weirder. 
A rubber tree with prophylactic leaves sways to the music. 
Dressed in fire red a sexy devil takes a sip of the drink she is 
holding and behind her, to the right,.Caesar's wife and a cave man 
are in animated dialogue; "I will talk to my husband. We need 
warriors like you in our legions." "Ugh? Mhhmhh. Fight legions, 
good. Hhhmmm!" "What about me?", the tree yells over. "Rome 
will surely crumble under the weight of his stupidity. I offer my 
PROTECTION for the emperor himself as he marches into battle. 
Better than shield, better than sword, Ilear only ants." He begins to 
sing. " ...An ant CAN move a rubber tree plant." Mrs. Caesar 
ignores him. She looks at cave man and says with rising respect and 
passion, "Never mind the tree! With warriors like you we would 
have crushed the German barbarians beyond the Rhine." Cave man 
gives an "Ugh" and lights a cigarette. 
In the kitchen, Pee Wee Herman and Richard Nixon are engaged 
in a presidential debate. The Grim Reaper, a panelist, extends a long 
bony finger at Nixon and asks, "Do you fear me?" "A very good 
question Mr. Reaper. I'm sure you've read my lengthy thoughts on 
that subject. I'll summarize." Bowing slightly forward he raises his 
arms over his head making the victory sign and says, "I'm not a 
crook." "I know you are but what am I?", Pee Wee lashes back. The 
Grim Reaper falls over in his chair, laughing. 
In the'corner a half-peeled banana munches on some chips, then 
runs off in terror as a gorilla enters the room. From the living room, 
the calls and greetings of more people arriving drift in. The door 
shuts closed with a slam. Following the fleeing banana, gorilla 
saunters out, weaving between a wildly dancing Groucho Marx and 
a black masked, black tighted Batman. 
Suddenly the door opens wide. 
How does it end? To finish it, write a paragraph and drop it off at 
the Winonan office located in the lower hyphen in Kryzsko Com-
mons by noon this Friday. I'll pick my favorite and run it in next 
week's issue. 
Try your luck at finshing this tale of horror and suspense. 
The best ending will be published in next week's Winonan. 
All entries must be dropped in the marked box located at the 
entrance of the office in Kryzsko Commons by noon Friday 
Letters Policy 
Send us a letter about any issue you feel students should know about. We publish lettters in the order we 
receive them and usually only edit to make room for other students. We reserve the right to not publish 
a letter and to verify the facts in a letter written and sent to us for publication. Any unsigned letter will 
not be published. 
Democratic presidential 
flanked by Minnesota 
candidate Mike Dukakis is 
Gov. Rudy Perpich and Wis- 
consin congressman David Obey as he holds up a 
Winonan photo by Dave Rood 
UW-Eau Claire sweat shirt he received during a 
campaign stop at the Eau Claire airport early Sunday 
evening. 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
16,278 to choose from—all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Calif. (213) 477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 1 11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 Custom research also available—all levels 
"Thinking of taking some time 
off from school? We need 
MOTHER'S HELPERS. 
Household duties and childcare. 
Live in exciting NEW YORK CITY 









Paid for by 1%4.. J. McCauley 
on his own behalf 
For sale: 
1978 Ford Fairmount. Good 
starting. Good shape. 
$700 or best offer 
















Ba loons over Wenonah 
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 
SENIORS WHO WISH TO INTERVIEW MUST INDICATE SO BY PLACING THEIR NAME ON THE SIGN-UP SHEET 
PROVIDED IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE. STUDENTS MAY BEGIN SIGNING UP FOR A RESPECTIVE INTERVIEW TWO(2) 
WEEKS PRIOR TO THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE. EACH STUDENT MUST HAVE THE REQUIRED FORMS ON FILE IN 
THE PLACEMENT OFFICE AT LEAST 48 HOURS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW. 
FASTENAL COMPANY 	 OCTOBER 27 (Placement Office) 
(national) 	 8:00a.m.-12:00p.m. 
(Fall '88 and winter '89 grads) 
Management trainees. Business 
adminstration and marketing majors 
WIPFLI, U LLRICH & BERTELSON 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
(Wausau,WI) 
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA 
(Rochester district) 
FAMOUS FOOTWEAR 




OCTOBER 27 (Placement Office) 
8:00a.m.-12:00p.m. 
(Summer '88 and Fall '88 grads) 
NOVEMBER 1 (Placement Office) 
9:00 a.m.-12:00p.m. 
(Fall '88, winter '89, Spring '89, 
Summer '89, Alumni) 
NOVEMBER 3 (Placement Office) 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
NOVEMBER 3 (Placement Office) 
8:30a.m.-2:45p.m. 
NOVEMBER 16 (Placement Office) 
8:30a.m.-4:00P.m. 
(alumni & Fall '88 grads) 
Public accounting positions-
accounting majors 
District executive all majors 
Management trainees 
Systems Engineering Development Frog. 
All majors with demonstrated technical 
aptitude (i.e. comp. science, math). 
Must be willing to relocate. Cum GPA 
of 3.0. 
Radio Comm. Rep for Winona area. 
Marketing,Business Admin,and 
Mass Comm majors. 
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By CONNIE HEDRINGTON 
News Editor 
Andrea Dukakis and her father 
Governor Michael Dukakis, the 
Democratic vice presidential can-
didate, have been hot on the cam-
paign trail in the Winona area lately. 
Within a few days of each other 
Gov. Dukakis spoke in nearby Eau 
Claire, Wis. and his daughter spoke 
to a group of about 75 here at 
Winona State University. 
"If there is one thing Michael 
Dukakis and' Lloyd Bentsen stand 
for it's the family farm and the 
farm family in this country." Gov. 
Dukakis said. 
Another issue Gov. Dukakis 
stressed was the importance of 
college education for anyone who 
is willing to do work regard:ess of 
his financial situation. 
"If you are a student, if you live 
in this country, I don't see how you 
could vote Republican," Andrea, a 
1987 Princeton University gradu-
ate with an English major, said to 
Winona State students. "I really 
can't understand why a young 
person growing up today could 
vote Republican on Nov. 8." 
Other issues the Dukakises 
support are clean air, clean water, 
and a clean government in Wash-
ington D.C. 
"You need good jobs, jobs you 
can count on, jobs you can raise a 
family on." Gov. Dukakis said. 
He spoke to an estimated 2,000 
people at the Eau Claire County 
Airport on Sunday evening. He 
arrived approximately 45 minutes 
late, welcomed by eager support-
ers and a cool temperature of just 
39 degrees. 
"It's a little cool but the hearts of 
all of you are very warm and I 
appreciate that." Dukakis said. 
He was also very thankful for a 
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 
sweatshirt that was thrown to him 
from a member of the crowd. With 
the wind echoing in the micro-
phones he said, "this is a sweatshirt 
I may need." 
Minnesota Gov. Rudy Perpich 
was among the many who came to 
welcome Dukakis. Dukakis intro-
duced him to the dominantly Wis-
consin crowd as "your good neigh-
bor." 
See Dukakis, page 12 
Dukakis stops 
in Eau Claire 
Daughter campaigns at WSU 
******************** 
Halloween Costumes 1: 
Make-up 
Accessories 848 W. Fifth St. * 
Masks 	 Winona 
Decorations 	454-4040 
Rentals 
so S , ,• ,f ,41 ‘• ,,,,, , 	 s o so: 
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Bulletin 
Energy Assistance 
The Energy Assistance Pro-
gram (EAP) helps low-income 
households with winter heating 
expenses. 
People wishing to apply for 
Energy Assistance may call their 
local EAP agency for an appoint-
ment or use the state toll-free no., 
1-800-652-9747, and ask for fuel 
assistance. 
Fencing Club 
Safe and serious fun every 
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in 
Talbot Gym. 
Circle K 
To have fun and help the com-
munity at the same time join Circle 
K. 
Upcoming Events include 
Dial-a-thon for the American 
Diabetes Association, Winter 
Wonderland Semi-formal dance 
in December, tutoringatJr. High, 
fundraisers and much more. 
Meetings are held at 4 p.m., 
every Tuesday in Dining Room 
A& B. 
Earn Money 
Articulate, assertive people are 
needed to phone Alumnito ask 
for Dollars for Winona State Uni-
versity. 
From 6-9 p.m., Mond ay-Thi in;- 
day, Oct. 24-Nov. 11. Rate of 
$3.55 /hour. For a phone int_r- 
view call Linda Wood at 457-5022. 
Interviews 
Seniors who wish to inter-
view must indicate so by placing 
their name on the sign-up sheet 
provided in the placement of-
fice. Students may begin sign-
ing up for a respective inter-
view two weeks prior to the 
actual interview date. Each 
student must have the required 
forms on file in the placement 
office at least 48 hours prior to 
the interview. 
Oct. 27; 
Federated Mutual Insurance 
co. (Placement office) Time to be 
announced. 
Nov. 1; 
Boy Scouts of America (Place-
ment Office) 9 a.m. to noon. 
Bicycle Auction 
There is going to be a Police 
Bicycle Auction at 4 p.m., Nov. 2. 
This event will take place at the 
City of Winona Bus Barn, 3rd and 
Stone Street. 
Ski Club 
Winona State Ski Club will be 
having an informational meeting 
at 6:30 p.m. on Nov. 1, in Kryzsko 
Commons Dining Rooms F & G. 
Student Senate 
There are three senate seats open. 
Student Senate will be voting on 
those three positions at 4 p.m. to: 
day , in the Purple Rooms. 
Pre-registration 
Winter quarter pre-registration 
will be held from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. on Oct. 24-27. 
Pre-registration materials may 
be picked up from 9:30 a.m. to 3 
p.m. on Oct. 24-27 by presenting a 
WSU ID at the Registrar's Office 
service windows. 
Fellowships 
60 Fellowships will be awarded 
for full time study toward a Ph.D. 
or Sc.D. degree in biological sci-
ences. Awards are for three years, 
with an option to extend the fellow-
ship for two additional years. Sti-
pends are $12,300 annually and a 
$10,700 annual cost-of-education al-
lowance is provided to the fellow-
ship institution on behalf of each 
fellow. 
The application deadline is No-
vember 14, 1988. 
For applications call (202) 334-
2872 or w r:te to: 
Hughes Doctoral Fellowships 
The Fellowship Office. 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitiliion Avenue,N.W. 
Washington, DC 20418 
BCA 
Black Cultural Awareness plans 
to be a moving organization and 
welcomes all who would like to 
attend. Meetings are every Tues-
day at 6:30 p.m. at Kryzsco Com-
mons Student Affairs room 122. 
P.A.C.E. 
Peer Alcohol Thunceling and 
Education will be sponsoring Alco-
hol Awareness Week with Activi-
ties throughout the week. Nov. 1 
there will be an alcohol-related 
movie. Time and place to be an-
nounced. At 7p.m., Nov. 2 in Dining 
Rooms F G of Kryzsko Commons, 
there will be a breathalyzer demon-
stration by the Winona police force. 
Nov. 4 P.A.C.E. will co-sponsor an 
evening at the Limelight. 
International 
The Friendship Family Program 
is in its third year at WSU and pro-
vides an opportunity for new inter-
national students to become ac-
quainted with American families or 
individuals. Dr. Tom Stark was the 
moving force behind the original 
development of the program and 
Dr. Brian Aldrich and his wife, Lynn 
are the volunteer coordinators. 
The intermilional students are 
ava'lable as resource speakeers for 
community organizations. For more 
information, contact the Interna-
tionl Office at WSU, 457-5303. 
MSA 
For a good time join the Medical 
Sciences Association. 
Meet new people, Guest voca-
tional speakers, fun, food. Good for 
Resumes! 
Bar Codes 
Maxwell Library will begin us-
ing an online circulation system 
Winter Quarter.In order for your 
I.D. to be valid, your name, social 
Security no., and barcode no. must 
be entered into the computer. This 
information will be accepted be-
tween 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. on Oct. 24, 
at the Reserve desk on first floor of 
Maxwell Library. Please bring your 
I.D. card with you. 
Aerobics workshop 
A one-day workshop, "Your 
Pulse on Fitness," designed for 
potential and current aerobics and 
fitness instructors will be held in 
Winona in October. National 
Dance-Exercise Instructor's Train-
ing Association will hold a certifi-
caiton worl shop from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. on October 29 at the Winona 
Senior High School Gymnasium. 
Workshop fee is $90 if paid by 
October 15, $100 after that date, 
and includes exam study notes, 
comprehensive aerobics manual, 
membership card and certificate 
plus the seven hours of instruc-
tion. 
All participants will au tc ► nati-
cally be registered at WSU fcr 0.7 
CEUs at no additional co" t and can 
request a transcript so stating. 
To register, contact Elece Hem-
pel at NDEITA, (612) 340-1306. 
RE-ELECT GENE PELOWSKI 
WORKING TOGETHER, 
WE MADE A DIFFERENCE 
/ 1st UNDERGRADUATE COMPOSITE 
ENGINEERING PROGRAM IN 
UNITED STATES 
/ 1st STATE OF STATE ADDRESS 
HELD OUTSIDE OF ST.PAUL 
/ INCREASED FUNDING TO W.S.0 IN 
1987-88 BY $4,191,419  
I $4,700,000 REVENUE BONDING 
FOR A 200 BED DORMITORY* 
[___1 1 RE-ELECT 
Gene Pelowski 
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Shukri E1-Khatib a Winona State University com- 
puter science major from Lebanon and president of 
Palestinian-American club chats with fellow club 
Winonan photo by Dean Korder 
member Tammy Kerran. The club works to improve 
relations between Palestinian students and Ameri-
cans and is open to anyone. 
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Club open 
to everyone 
By ANNE SCANLON 
Staff Re0Orter - 
The club is the same, but the name is different this year. 
The Palestinian-American Club is the new name, changed from the 
General Union of Palestinian Students, is an organization for-everyone. 
Yes, everyone. 
"We wanted Americans to know us and to be with us," said Shukri 
El-Khatib, current club president. "Americans were scared of us because 
of the media," he said. 
The club members are interested in having a large organization with 
a lot of input from Americans. The 26-member club has only five 
Americans in it now. 
According to El-Khatib, "Some Americans have a very poor impres-
sion about the Palestinians and that makes it very hard on us. That is 
changing everyday." 
He would like to see the American students at Winona State learn 
more about the Palestinian culture and the customs. He feels that it is 
important what the Americans think of his culture. 
Said El-Khatib, "It is good to be with the students and let them know 
who we are." 
Helping students with teachers, academics, and personal problems 
are what the club is here for. El-Khatib mentioned that club advisor Dr. 
Robert DuFresne helps the members greatly to get along at Winona 
State. 
"Many of us look at him as a brother or father," El-Khatib said. 
Activities for the Palestinian-American club include participation in 
the homecoming events, a volleyball team, and the annual club dinner. 
This year the dinner will be held shortly after Christmas vacation, with 
a Chicago dance troupe as entertainment. 
The club is funded by student senate. This year the club asked for $650 
and was alotted $400. "The student senate was very helpful to us," said 
Ali Shanaa, club vice president. That money will be going toward the 
holiday dinner, and new jackets for the members. 
El-Khatib came to Winona State University because his brother 
recommended it to him. He says he is satisfied here, and would like to 
continue living in Minnesota after he graduates next year. 
A junior computer science major, El-Khatib said of the school, "I 
would like to see Winona State become- a big Palestinian-American 
family to share the good times and the bad times with." 
The Palestinian-American club meets every other Thursday in Din-
ing Rooms E and F in Kryzsko Commons. 
Europe part of education 
Education professor travels 
all over world with students 
By JANE HARTON 
Variety Editor 
Travel abroad is an opportunity open to 
Winona State University students who can 
come up with about $2,000. 
Dr. Lee McMillen, education professor, 
organizes a trip to Europe every summer for 
students and members of the community. 
According to McMillen, the tour is run strictly 
through him, and the school has nothing to 
do with it. 
"I let my students know about the tour in 
class, and they take it from there," McMillen 
said. 
The group he takes usually consists of 
about 25-30 people who have expressed an 
interest in the trip throughout the year. 
"Very often people are reluctant to go to 
Europe because they've never done it be-
fore," McMillen said about taking a large 
group. He feels that people should travel 
with a group the first time they visit a for-
eign country because it gives them a sense of 
security. 
Sue Becker, senior elementary education 
major, said that travelling with the group 
was a big help since it Was her first trip 
overseas. But if she goes again she'd like to 
do it a little differently. 
"I'd probably go with a friend and visit 
different things that suited my interests," 
Becker said of her next trip to Europe. 
McMillen said that because of the high 
cost of the trip, many students had help 
coming up with the money. He said some 
asked for the trip as a graduation present, 
while others borrowed money and took out 
bank loans. 
"I got the money through a relative," 
Becker said. 
The cost of the trip includes everything 
from the air fare to the meals and hotel 
expenses. The only other expense would be 
spending money. 
The trip cost Becker a little more than she 
had expected. 
"I spent $3,000 total. It could've been 
less, but I went through a lot of spending 
money." 
This year the tour will be going through 
Spain, France, and Germany. McMillen 
hopes this will spark the interest of people 
familiar with those languages. 
"People who have had those languages 
in school may have a good time with that 
and visiting those countries," he said. 
But McMillen stressed that knowing a 
foreign language is not a prerequisite to 
travelling with the tour. He mentioned that 
one of the advantages of the trip was where 
they started. 
"The tour starts in London, so you don't 
have to worry about the language. Plus the 
money exchange there is fairly simple," 
McMillen said. 
Last year the group travelled to ten 
countries, and visited the capitals of each 
country. The main part of the trip was a visit 
to Russia for a week. 
Becker felt the trip was educational as 
well as entertaining. 
"I learned more in those three weeks than 
I have learned in my years in school," she 
said. 
McMillen said the length of the trips are 
usually three weeks so as to "get a flavor for 
Dr. Lee McMillen, professor of education. 
a range of Europe." 
The tours are arrange throUgh Triple A 
Travel, and once the group arrives in Eu-
roupe, a tour group in London takes over. 
The plans are basically finalized now for 
the upcoming tour, said McMillen, but he is 
still working on arranging some day trips 
for the group. 
There are no set deadlines for signing up 
for next summer's tour, but McMillen said 
students should come see him in his office if 
they are interested. 
Winonan photo by Brian Bielanski 
McMillen said the deadlines were based 
mostly on the need for a passport and pic-
tures. It usually takes one month to receive a 
passport after applying. 
Last year, students had the option of 
paying in installments. The first payment 
for last year's trip was made in March, said 
Becker. She also said that the price of the tour 
changed according to how many people 
participated. 
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LONG on Hair? 
SHORT on Cash? 
$3.25 cuts it ■ ..at the 
Winona Tech 
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC 
HOURS: 9 to 4 Weekdays 
454-4646 
All work by students 
under instructor supervision 
On 
" 	Homer Road .  
Winona Technical Institute 




who have had 
cancer. And now 
one out of two 
cancer patients 
get well! 
Join us with your 
generous contributions of 
money and time. 
Commemorating 
Years of Life!  
Joilus 
Hit 
Continued from page 2 
repairs. 
John Ferden, housing director, 
said he was "incensed" because a 
student was injured as the result of 
a "stupid" fire alarm . 
Davis said that because of this 
incident a group of students will 
appear before the student senate 
today to see about getting traffic 







Paid for by M. J. McCauley 
on his own behalf 
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IRVING - Balloons launched 
Geography week remembered atop Garvin 
11C `'WEEKEND rIATH" 
By JANE HARTON 
Variety Editor 
A few students at Winona State 
University helped to promote the 
upcoming National Geography 
Week, Nov. 13-19. 
Students from Dr. Wayne 
Kirk's teaching secondary social 
studies class were assigned a proj-
ect to promote National Geogra-
phy Week. The class of 12 was 
broken up into three groups, which 
had to come up with an idea to 
promote the awareness of geogra-
phy throughout Winona. 
One such group held a balloon 
launch from the top of Garvin 
Heights last week. Shelly Durkee, 
senior education major, came up 
with the idea to have the launch 
and suggested it to the members 
of the group, Bob Schuetz, Linda 
Shorter, and Ted Benson. 
It was decided to launch 200 
balloons from the bluff, each with 
a postcard tied to the string. The 
cards explained about National 
Geography Week, and had Dr. 
Kirk's address printed on them. 
The students requested that who-
ever found the balloon return the 
card with an explanation of where 
they located it. 
"We were worried that they 
wouldn't be sent back because 
they had to put their own stamps 
on them, but it wasn't a problem," 
said Durkee. So far, six cards have 
been mailed back. They landed in 
Black River Falls, Wis., and 
Menonah, Wis. 
The project was conducted 
prior to National Geography Week 
because the group wants to pres-
ent a display in Kryzsko Corn-
mons showing where the balloons 
landed. "Winona is such a closed 
community we thought this 









Choose from one of our 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
or put together your own 
unique costume from our 
selection of vintage clothing 
REASONABLE PRICES 
	
122 E. 2ND STREET 
AND A FUN PLACE (near Finn & Sawyer$) 
TO SHOP 
	
HOURS: Weds. 12-5 
SOUP, SANDWICH AND SCRIPTURE 
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 5:30 P.M. AT THE 
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP HOUSE 
303 Winona St. 
Come in and join us for a meal (Cost: $2) 
and study the word of GOD Sponsored by 
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP 
AND 
ST. MARTIN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH 
(A campus ministry of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: CALL 452-4510 OR 454-5431 
Opport ty n t e 
Travel Industry 
The #1 College tour operator is 
looking for an efficient, 
responsible , and organized 
campus representative to 
market a Spring Break trip on 
campus. Earn free trips, and 
ood commissions while gaining 
great business experience. For 
more information call 1-800- 
999-4300 
• 
The WINONAN has 
positions open 









in the WINONAN office. 
These positions offer 
excellent practical 
experience in your job 
field as well as providing 
school involvement. 




r i........------------......-1 I 	$5.00 One regular 12" one-item 1 
I pizza for a Whacky 
I 	WHACKY $5.00. (Tax included) 1 
•
Just ask for the Whacky i 
Wednesday Special! 	I 1 1 WEDNESDAY 
I 	 I 
I 	 WEDNESDAYS ONLY. 	I 
:111 CP IIIP,... 	 NO COUPON NEEDED. . 1 I 
I 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES -AVAILABLE. 
NOIO• design In Cloymation• by Will Vinton Productions, Inc. 
Z 4 • 
Id 
	  s
o 	Nobody Delivers 
Better.TM 
Valid al participating stores only. Not valid with any other odor. Prices may vary. 
Customor pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area. Ow drivers carry loss 




4"  to the Novus 
Take a first step on your career 
path by considering Novus 
Health Group. We are two 
hospitals with both professional and financial strengths 
located in the heart of Wisconsin's Fox River Valley. Member 
hospitals of Novus Health Group, Appleton Medical Center 
and Theda Clark Regional Medical Center, are committed 
to offering challenging, rewarding and fulfilling career 
opportunities to health care professionals. 
Appleton Medical Center has a well-deserved reputation 
as a leader in cardiac care. Appleton Medical Center created 
the Appleton Heart Institute in 1985 to centralize cardiac 
diagnosis, surgery and rehabilitation. Appleton Medical 
Center is a 158-bed hospital. 
Theda Clark Regional Medical Center has a long standing 
tradition of excellence in health care. Theda Clark is a 356-
bed regional referral center with more than 50% of its 
patients coming from outside the immediate area. 
The people who live in the Fox Cities believe this is a 
great place to live, work and play. Nestled along the Fox 
River in northeastern Wisconsin, the Fox Cities are made 
up of seven individual communities with the best of both 
big city excitement and small town hospitality. Money 
Magazine named the Fox Cities one of the nation's top 
ten medium sized metropolitan areas in which to live. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
• Ken Fontecchio will be recruiting 
on campus Nov. 1st from 9am - 3pm * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
If you are unable to arrange an interview with Mr. 
Fontecchio, please send your resume or letter of 
introduction to him at Novus Health Group, P.O. Box 8025, 





'Appleton Medical Center 
Theda Clark Regional Medical Center 
star 
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a surprise, joy 'Memories' 
By LORIN DRAKE 
Staff Reporter 
Due to the apparent box of-
fice _successes of two movies 
(Alien Nation is currently in its 
third week and Cocktail has now 
been here one month), there is a 
lack of new movie choices avail-
able at the downtown movie thea-
ter. Since the New Adventures 4 
Pippi Longstocicing, and Halloween 
4, are not exactly on my list of 
must see movies, to say the least, 
I decided to attend an afternoon 
showing of Memories of Me; a de-
cision which paid off very well. 
Probably because I had heard 
so little about it and was therefore 
not expecting a great deal, the 
movie turned out sur prisingly 
good. In any case, I was glad I 
found a way to avoid the grue-
some blood-splattering horror of 
Halloween 4 (a movie I may be 
reviewing next week, unless Tom 
Cruise gets tired of pouring 
drinks.) 
Dukakis 
Continued from page 6 
"(The election) is going to be 
won on the grassroots level by us, 
college students localizing, you live 
close to each other so you should 
convince your friends to get out 
and vote," Andrea said. "We can't 
get discouraged by polls, a week 
ago we were 17 points behind, (last 
Wednesday) we were only seven 
points behind." 
"Yes we're a little behind, but 
we're fighting back." Dukakis said. 
"The election is most definitely 
winable," Andrea said at a press 
conference before speaking to the 
public. 
"We're the ones that are going 
to be celebrating on Nov. 8." said 
Gov. Dukakis.  
eview 
Memories of Me stars Billy 
Crystal, Jo Beth Williams (also of 
Poltergi est- I kept waiting for the 
ghost to show up, but of course, it 
didn't), and a very impressive 
Alan King as Crystal's father. The 
movie was directed by Henry 
"The Fonz" Winkler. 
Crystal plays a New York heart 
surgeon who, while operating on 
one of his patients, suffers a heart 
attack. His girlfriend, Williams, 
visits him in his hospital bed, and 
checks him out of the hospital. 
After the initial danger has 
passed, Crystal, who seems too 
young to have a heart attack, is 
prescribed a great deal of rest to 
ensure his recovery. 
A carefully directed, early 
scene, in which we're shown 
se&   
movie-clips and flashbacks form 
Crystal's childhood provided a 
great deal of exposition needed 
to understand the movie. 
Memories of Me tells the tale of 
a father and son who have never 
been able to come to terms with 
their feeling for eachother. 
This has led to a great deal of 
resentment on the part of Abbey 
(played by Crystal), who has even 
hinted to his girlfreind that his 
father is dead, despite the fact 
that he makes his living as a movie 
extra in Los Angeles. Abbey still 
suffers from childhood scars 
resulting from the divorce of his 
parents during which he was 
denied the love and support of 
his father. 
After Abbey has recovered from 
the initial shock of his heart attack 
he decides to take a trip out to Los 
Angeles to visit his father. 
He is picked up at the airport 
by his father and is taken to the set 
of a soap opera where he plays an 
extra in the background and is told 
by the producers to "pick a dis-
ease, any one," in a hospital scene. 
Abbey's father, Abe, hasa frequent 
habit of creating speaking parts 
for himself where there are none 
and thus when he - is asked why he 
spoke during a scene in which he 
was supposed to be silent, he re-
plies: "I picked malaria, I was de-
lirious." 
King, as Abe, has a lot of witty 
one liners that seem, at times, to 
resemble the humor of Rodney 
Dangerfield. Yet, King possesses a 
great deal of sensitivity and charm 
that is often lacking in Dangerfield 
movies. In fact, it is the interaction 
between King and Crystal that 
makesMemoriesofMe a movie that 
is worth remembering. Both men 
contribute a great deal to making 
the father-son relationship so be-
lievable and realistic. 
A sad element is introduced 
when King is told he does not have 
very much longer to live. This, 
however, helps to bring Abe and 
Abbey closer together, as they get 
to know each other like they never 
have. 
The movie does a remarkable 
job of combining comedy and 
drama; something which when not 
done carefully, can be disasterous. 
The acting is believable and at 
times quite superior. Most of the 
credit, however, should be given 
to Alan King who seems almost 
born to play this part. Though the 
movie is very touching and sweet 
at times, it never sounds like a 
Parent's Day Hallmark card. 
Overall, Memories of Me, pro-
vides an excellent alternative to 
both the blood and alcohol pour-
ing of Halloween 4 and Cocktail. 
The message and content is intelli-
gent and well-communicated and 
much can be learned from the inter-
action of these two men. The best 
part of Memories of Me is that vir-
tually anyone can identify with 
them in some way. Be prepared to 
cry. I sure did. 
FOUND  
1989 Licence plate 
Sticker. 
Pick up in Winonan Office. 
1461 West 5th St. Winona, MN. 55987 
Winonan photo by Brian Biclanski 
UM-Morris linebacker Randy Trimble hangs on as quarter action in Saturday's game. The Warriors 
he tackles Warrior tight end Joe Farrugia during first dropped the match-up 35-18. 
Warriors drop to 1-7 
a career day for the Cougars, scor-
ing three times and exceeding 100+ 
yards in running and receiving. 
Zaugg was injured in the fourth 
quarter and is questionable for this 
Saturday's game. It appears to be 
a severe sprain in his left hand 
which means the possibility of a 
third quarter back for the Warri-
ors. Bassore said that he doesn't 
know who will take over if Zaugg 
cannot play. 
Despite being outplayed in the 
beginning of the game and in the 
whole second half, the team still 
had a chance. 
Early in the second quarter the 
See Warriors, page 14 
By GLEN GAUERKE 	 The team turned the ball over 
Sports Editor 	 five times and were killed with 
Following a dramatic Home- 	penalties (12-109 yards.). 
Bassore said the penalties were 
crucial. 
"Offensively, we had five plays 
which negated 87 yards of our 
offense," he said. "Two of those 
plays were for touchdowns were 
called back." 
The Warriors troubles began 
early and would get worse in the 
second half with a hand injury to 
quarterback Derek Zaugg. 
The Cougars scored on their 
opening possession and again af-
ter a Warrior punt to make it a 
quick 14-0 in the first quarter. 
Running back Bill Magnuson had 
coming win, the Winona State Uni-
versity football team couldn't capi-
talize on their opportunities in 
losing to conference foe, the Uni-
versity of Minnesota-Morris 35-18 
Saturday at Maxwell Field. 
The game dropped the Warri-
ors to 1-7 and still left them win-
less in their conference (NIC) at 0-
4. 
Head coach Dave Bassore gave 
obvious reasons for the loss. 
"We had our chances in the 
first half and failed to convert," he 
said. "And we didn't execute in 
the second (half)." 
         




    
       
       
       
           
           
           
Harriers finish #1 in NIC 
By JOHN NICHOLS 
Staff Reporter 
For the first time in the 24-year history of 
the Northern Intercollegiate Conference, 
Winona State University became the mens' 
cross country champs. 
The Warriors nipped the University of 
Minnesta-Duluth by one point, 44-45 to 
claim the title Saturday, in Duluth. 
Following Winona State and Duluth in 
the standings were three-time defending 
champion Moorhead State with 65, Bemidji 
State 89, Northern State 132 and Southwest 
State with 180. 
Rob Holthus was the top finisher for the 
Warriors finishing third with a time of 
26:22. 
Joining Holthus on the team for the 
Warriors were Joel Dudgeon, 6th, 26:30, 
Brian Reed,7th, 26:33, and Tom Kunesh, 
12th, 27:09. 
Tom Bries of Duluth won the meets 
individual honors with a time of 25:25 over 
the five-mile course. 
Warrior Head coach Daryl Henderson 
said he was very pleased with the perform-
ance of his team. 
"The guys really went out and did a nice 
Henderson named Coach of 
the Year. 
See page 14 
job today. We ran together as a team and 
we won as a team," he said. 
Henderson was also pleased with the 
performance of the senior Holthus. 
"Rob looked like he was a man on a 
mission. He broke from the pack with the 
fast guys and just kept reeling people in," 
said Henderson."He has been real good all 
year but this was a great meet for him." 
Henderson again stressed a team effort. 
"We needed everybody to have good 
races today and when it comes down to a 
one point victory, you realize how impor-
tant it is for everyone to do their best," said 
Henderson. 
Other finishers for the Warriors were Wade 
Bergner, 16th, 27:16, Paul Nevara 18th, 27:19 and 
Bill Maze, 19th, 27:28. 
The Warriors return home for the District 13 
meet held at St. Mary's College, Nov. 5. 
"We have a good chance to win the district this 
year but we will need another strong effort from 
the guys," said Henderson. 
Spikers place 2nd 
gain playoff birth 
By GLEN GAUERKE 
Sports Editor 
A successful tournament over the weekend gave the Winona State 
University volleyball team a reason to be geared for their final confer-
ence match and the upcoming District 13 playoffs. 
Despite losing to conference foe, the University of Minnesota-
Duluth on Thursday, the Warriors bounced back to take second place 
in the Augsburg/St. Thomas Invitational on Friday and Saturday, 
which evened their recorded at 18-18. 
Head Coach La Vonne Fiereck was pleased with the tournament 
and a guaranteed birth to the District 13 playoffs. 
"We played well enough to win," she said. "We better be playing 
our best now." 
The team went 4-2 overall and Junior Shelly Burow was happy. 
"We played excellent- I've never seen us play better this year," ,she 
said. "We started to gel together." 
There was no better time to do that because the Warriors' next match 
is for the bragging rights to fourth place in the conference when the 
play Southwest State today. 
"We want that fourth spot and we're not going to share it," said 
Burow. 
Fiereck said that the Warriors have played their best matches 
against Southwest and said that whoever wants the match bad enough 
will take it. 
Still, it was the teams' performance in the tournament that gave 
them the record for a conference playoff bid. 
Fiereck said that the teams' reason for winning was because "other 
teams made more mistakes than we_dici " 
Fiereck complemented the play of her team leaders, Burow and 
sophomore Sue Brennan. 
"Shelly and Sue are the most consistent ballplayers I've ever worked 
with," she said. 
Brennan recorded 38 kills and Burow 30. Burow reduced her errors 
and improved her kill percentage greatly. 
In a match against Lakeland College, Burow had 11 kills in 13 
'attempts with only one error. 
Fiereck said of the all-conference selection last season, "Even if 
people are trying to stop her, they can't." 
Burow said that was her best ball this year, and looked on to the 
playoffs. "I think we might surprise some teams," she said. 
Women are 
4th in NSC 
By JOHN NICHOLS 
Staff Reporter 
A difficult course and bad weather caused the Winona State Univer-
sity women's cross country team to settle in fourth place at the Northern 
Sun Conference Championship meet, Saturday in Duluth. 
The University of Minnesota-Duluth won the meet with a team score 
of 51, second place went to Bemidji State with 58, third to Northern State 
with 70, fourth to the Warriors 75, fifth to Moorhead State at 83 and 
Southwest State had an incomplete score. 
Lisa Robinson was the top Warrior finisher with a fifth place finish and 
a time of 20:46. Joining Robinson on the all-conference team was Sheila 
Olson who finished seventh with a time of 20:53. 
Robinson said,"The course was very hilly and it was even more 
difficult because it was very torn up. It wasn't like the courses we are used 
to running on. The cold made me very uncomfortable, I don't think any 
of us ran as well as we'd have liked." 
"The way our workouts are tailored and the way we look at it, we are 
all going to have our best race of the season at Districts. That is really the 
big meet for us," she said. 
Robinson was also hobbled by a hamstring injury that had forced her 
to miss practice time. 
"I've always been susceptible to hamstring injuries but I don't think I -
will have any problem with it at Districts," said Robinson. 
Winonan photo by Larry Mishkar 
Senior gymnast Leah Nishimura works out on the uneven parallel bars 
during practice for the upcoming season. SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
g A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family plannin and 
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone 
452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
641/2 W. 5th 
$250 
IN CASH 
WIN  YOUR  SHARE IN MINGLES 
ANNUAL HALLOWEEN COSTUME 
CONTEST MONDAY, OCTOBER 
31st. 8p.m.-la.m. 
"Don't Miss the 
Party of the Year" 
WEAR YOUR COSTUME AND BE 
AT MINGLES ON HALLOWEEN NIGHT 
FOR FUN, FROLIC AND FRIGHT! 
INIIIIINNINNIIIMIiii,11°11°111111111414SINIINIII■11111111111111111 
DRINK[R Y ER 
102 JOHNSON ST. DOWNTOWN WINONA 
MONDAY NIGHT 
PIZZA BUFFET COUPON 
EVERY MONDAY EVENING FROM 
4:30-8:30 ENJOY ALL THE PIZZA, 
PASTA, SALAD BAR, GARLIC TOAST 
AND SODA YOU CAN EAT 
FOR JUST $3.79 WITH THIS 
COUPON. LIMIT 1 COUPON PER 
-- 	
PERON. 
VOID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
SERVING WINONAS BEST & 
ORIGIONAL PIZZA, SUBS, PASTA, 
SALADS, AND NOW FEATURING 
CHARBROILED BURGERS AND 
A WIDE ASSORTMENT OF 
APPETIZERS. 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
FROM 11:00 a.m. 
CALL NOW 
I 454-4303  
2nd & Johnson : Downtown : Across From Mingles 





By GLEN GAUERKE 
Sports Editor 
Seven and a half months is a 
long season, but the Winona State 
University gymnastics team will 
be ready for the seasons' start in 
December, said Head Coach Steve 
Juaire. 
They'll have to be because the 
1985 and 1987 NAIA national 
champs are in for some stiff com-
petition. 
"This is primarily the toughest 
meet schedule we've ever had," 
said Juaire. 
Last season, the Warriors were 
fourth in the NAIA national cham-
pionships. 
The team will rely on their re-
turners a lot, but will expect fresh-
men to help out too. 
"We have a stable core return-
ing, and I hope the freshmen will 
contribute as much as they can," 
said Juaire. "We have a substantial 
amount of depth- every gymnast 
can compete out there," he said. 
The team will look to their two 
seniors, Katie Dempsey and Leah 
Nishimura. 
Dempsey is a three year All-
American and two-time national 
champion. Nishimura is a bar spe-
cialist, which should make the team 
one of the top in the country in 
bars. 
Junior Gina Vitale was also an 
All-American two years ago. 
The Warriors are affiliated with  
the NCAA division II and I and 
usually compete against schools 
twice their size. 
"It'll be a challenge for us, but 
we've always competed well 
against bigger teams," said Juaire. 
"We're continuing to improve and 
do more difficult things. Our fresh-
men are better every year," he said . 
Juaire said the team has stayed 
Henderson 
is honored 
Winona State University men's 
cross country coach, Daryl Hen-
derson was named Northern Inter-
collegiate Conference Coach of the 
Year after the Warriors won their 
first ever conference championship 
in Duluth on Saturday. 
"It's funny to me because it was 
so easy this year with the great 
bunch of guys that I had," he said. 
" I think I deserved it more my first 
year when we finished last- that 
was hard work." 
In his four years as head coach, 
Henderson has guided the team to 
better seasons each year. fHis teams 
went from last, to third and then 
this year's championchip. 
"This has easily been the most 
satisfying year of coaching I've 
ever had ," said Henderson."The 
seniors on this team started out 
when I did, and they started out on 
the bottom. Now they get to leave 
here on top. That's pretty nice." 
John Kane, interim president of 
Winona State University, is plan-
ning an honorary luncheon for the 
team and Henderson. 
Warriors 	 
Continued from page 13 
Warriors began to move the ball, 
resulting in a 31 yard field goal. 
Later, the Warrior defense held 
and Bassore decided it was time 
for a hurry-up offense with 13:23 
left in the half. 
"We were having trouble run-
ning the football," he said. 
Moving the ball was what they 
did on short passes from Zaugg to 
running backs and tight ends. 
Zaugg hit running back Pete 
Brown from nine yards out to make 
it 14-10 with plenty of time before 
half. 
The Warriors continued to play 
good defense and move the ball, 
but penalties and a key intercep-
tion prevented them from taking 
the lead. Zaugg had driven the 
team to the Cougar five only to 
throw an interception. 
The half ended at 14-10. 
The second half was not exe-
cuted well as the Cougars pulled 
ahead to stay, 35-10 before Zaugg's 
replacement receiver Dan Schu-
macher hit receiver Kevin Gaulke 
for a score. A two point conver-
sion accounted for the final, 35-18. 
away from major injuries so far. He 
said that some freshmen are in-
jured when they come in because 
of inadequate high school facili-
ties. 
The team's first competition is 
on December 10, which is an in-
trasquad-Alumni meet. i he meet 
features special prizes an • Ile -
crowd ;udges the competition. 
OPEN DAILY 
10 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
(507) 454-5815 
123 Johnson Street 
Commercial Court 
Winona, MN 55987 
BOB WHETSTONE, Prop. 
BOB'S 
BILLIARDS 
• 15 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES • 
Pocket - Carom - Snooker 
BEER • ELECTRONIC GAMES • SANDWICHES 
0 DARE Yo0 To SEE THE UNCANNY 
- UN As 















Al You Can Shake A Stake At! More Monsters Than 
r!t41. 
WHERE: 402 Center Street (Corner of Center & Sanborn) 	 „nt.1/4 
ADMISSION: $2.00• 
October 27 thru October 31, 	1968 t)" 
Thursday - 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Friday - 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Saturday - 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Monday - 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
C1/4 V WHEN: Hours: 
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Cheerleaders do well with resources 
Freshman Cheerleader Gina Gorman goes through the 
'victory' cheer as she practices with the rest of the cheer- 
Winonan photo by Larry Mishicar 
leading squad during practice last week in Mc Cown gym 
in Memorial Hall. 
By GLEN GAUERKE 
Sports Editor 
Athletics and school spirit should go hand in hand . In the 
case of the Winona State University cheerleaders, they're 
doing all they can to promote that spirit with limited 
resources. 
The squad of six girls, one guy, and two alternates have 
a positive outlook despite being short of personnel . 
Sophomore Melinda Murray said, "We're really trying 
hard to promote school spirit." 
With only seven people, including just one male, the 
squad is limited in what they can do though. 
The squad's advisor, Mia Martin, said stunts are difficult 
to do with just one male cheerleader. 
"We'd love to have five more guys, but we just haven't 
been able to build the squad up", she said. 
Junior Bill Bechel is the Warriors lone male, but he's not 
taken for granted. 
"Bill is definitely to be commended, he's stuck with us," 
said Martin. 
Murray also said, "We love Bill, but we also need men." 
Bechel doesn't mind:It's greati like it a lot - it's better than 
last year", he said. 
They are better. Even though the squad can't do as much 
as they'd like stunt wise, they are making the most of what 
they have. Martin called the squad "hard working". 
"We are really working on school spirit and I think the job 
they did at the pep fest was great," said Martin 
The squad performs for all home games and sometimes 
travels with the teams for road trips. They perform for 
football and basketball games. 
Murray said that sometimes it's hard to get a crowd going 
when "the band is our biggest fan." 
Still, the Warriors stick together said freshman, Traci 
Lange. "We work well as a group", she said. 
The squad agreed with Murray when she called this year's 
squad the strongest. They have done more cheers and stunts 
than in the past and have increased their practice time from 
last year under sophomore captain Candy Camel_ 
The squad members are: captain, Candy Camel, Bill 
Bechel, Melinda Murray, Missy Madden, Traci Lange and 
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Give support, please 
The thrill of competition, the 
crowd going wild in a sold out 
gymnasium or football field. The 
players, pumped up and ready to 
play. 
Wouldn't that be a grand 
sight? Sure it would. It happens 
all the time in college athletics. 
Well, at least at other schools 
anyway. 
McCown gymnasium, 
Maxwell field, or Loughery field 
hasn't seen consistent sold out 
games in many years. It's a 
strange phenomenon. Where's 
everyone's school spirit? 
Like, o.k., this will be the last 
time you'll hear this fan support 
stuff from me, so listen up and 
heed my advice. 
Example- Homecoming 
weekend, you know the time 
when a lot of you showed up for 
the football game. They won. 
They hadn't won before that and 
the comeback was a prime 
example of what a team can do 
when they have fan support to 
boot. I know you all had fun 
there. 
I know everyone has time to 
party, so why not get started by 
attending a football, basketball, 
or baseball game? The rowdier 
the better. I know Winona State 
doesn't support alcohol on 
campus, but I don't think they'd 
object to a loud, jam-packed 
gymnasium either. 
Its embarrassing to see empty 
stands when our athletes are 
playing at home. 
If you want to break the 
monotony in the winter, there's 
basketball and gymnastics. 
I'm giving ample time for this 
to sink into your heads. Athletes 
have feelings too, no matter what 
you think about them being 
dumb jocks. I know that when 
they take the floor or field, 
they'd like to see people sup-
porting our teams. 
Let's have some support this 
year, huh? Your next chance will 
be the Warriors last home 
football game, on Nov. 5. Who do 
they play? It doesn't matter, just 
g o because last Saturday's atten-
dance was poor. After that, it's on 
to hoops and gymnastics. 
It's school spirit that makes a 
school. 
A school is considered repu-
table for a number of reasons. 
One stand out reason is it's 
athletic program. I don't think 
Winona State has reached it's 
potential in athletics. It's not 
because of money problems or 
talent. It's because of attitude. 
Athletics in a school is built 
on support of those interested. 
Fans should be a big part of this-
especially in a small school like 
WSU because money can't buy 
winning teams. We need to 
establish a tradition of support 
and encouragement to make up 
for lack of funds. You'd be 
surprised in the improvement a 
school can make with support. 
So the next time you want to 
take a study break or party, 
loosen up at an athletic event and 
give some support. 
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Results Next Week 
Football: 
Loss to UM-Morris 35-18. Oct. 29 at Northern State College 
1-7 overall. 0-4 in NIC 1:30 p.m. 
Volleyball: 
2nd in Augsburg/St. Thomas Oct.  26 at Southwest State 
tourney (4-2 for tourney) University 7p.m. 	(last conference 
match) 
Men's Cross country: 
First ever NIC Do not run 
Champions 
Women's Cross country: Do not run 




Rare Earth 6-3 
Co-ed V-ball 
Animals 9-0 
Beach Bums 9-0 
Last Minute 9-0 
Flag Football (Thurs) 
Gravy Train 4-0 
Bud Men 3- 1 
Flag Football (Mon) 
Chicken Chokers 2-0 
Opus 2-0 
Supreme Explosion 2-0 
3 on 3 hoops 
5'10" + under 4-0 
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THIS HALLOWEEN, WE'RE GOING TO 
SCARE THE HELL 
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